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RCM ACI Builder is a structural engineerâ€™s
preferred program for dealing with. previous

versions of this product may or may not work with
the newestÂ . 14. Mario Maker - A step back in

time but it still can create some nice work of art!.
There are a few key differences between the RCM

ACI Builder V6 and the previous V5. This new
version isÂ .A new fly that just landed in the

bathroom. For the first time ever, a species of
dung fly has been identified in San Diego County,
according to the UC Riverside Insect Museum. The

tiny insect, which scientists call Toilepithra
philippinensis, was once called Caenorhabditis

philippinensis, but the previous name is too
similar to the term used for another species in the

same genus. The museum calls the new fly the
“dung fly of kings.” It found the insect in the

grounds of El Cajon’s Sardinella Goethals
Waterfront Park on March 13 while collecting

samples from the park’s native plants. A team of
entomologists from the UC Riverside Insect

Museum and Limberbutt’s Books on May 12 found
the new fly while examining new plant samples
from the park. A branch from Catalina Island’s
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native trees was dug up at the park after a
breakwater was installed there. (Katie Falkenberg

/ San Diego Union-Tribune) Entomologist
Rosamond Naylor, who is president of the

museum, said the new species is among the
smallest dung flies, or bot flies, on earth. It was

found weighing 0.032 milligrams. “The first study
of its kind in California is astounding,” Naylor said.
The entomologists calculated the fly’s size based
on the measurements of its wing veins. To do so,
they “sliced” the fly’s wing veins by passing a fine

needle through the tissue of its wing, she said.
The team’s initial results suggest the fly does not
feed on dung, Naylor said. It was curious to find a
species in California so closely related to another

species in the southern Asian nation of the
Philippines. But there is “a lot more research to be

done,” Naylor said, including observing its
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